
Jabra: Making a Sound Case 
for Brüel & Kjær. 
High-quality headsets help a manufacturer deliver world-class customer care. 

Business Challenge

Recently, Brüel & Kjær transformed itself. What began as a conventional engineering company that manufactured 

and sold equipment for testing and measuring sound, transitioned into a global solution provider, offering 

customer training and support, service contracts and repairs, software updates and system modifications. The 

Denmark-based company’s customers include airports, construction companies, government agencies, energy 

providers and manufacturers – organizations large and small, public and private, that need to gauge sound or 

noise for regulatory, health-and-safety or compliance purposes. 

Brüel & Kjær has offices in Asia, EMEA, and the U.S. Each region is served, respectively, by data centers in 

Hong Kong; Dortmund, Germany; and Atlanta, Georgia. Each region uses Cisco Unified Communications 

CallManager, the software-based call-processing component of Cisco’s IP telephony solution. CallManager 

supports Cisco IP Communicator SoftPhone, Cisco desk phones, and Cisco switches and routers. Thanks to 

these products, customers from Asia, Europe or the U.S. can call the office on their continent 24X7. “We can’t 

have a specialist for every product in every country, but we do want to be a global support organization,” says 

Jonas Toft Olesen, IT manager for Brüel & Kjær’s infrastructure group. “We needed a platform that enabled us to 

route calls to the right person based on technical experience, language or other factors.” 

The transformation required a Brüel & Kjær platform upgrade. “We replaced old HP routers and switches with 

Cisco to be completely compatible with Verizon, which has managed our environment for years,” says Olesen. 

“Now everything on the network side is standardized on Cisco.” The new platform is essential for handling 

customer calls; delivering impeccable sound quality over IP phones, PC-based softphones and mobile phones; 

and making call routing, scheduling and job planning more efficient. 

C A S E  S T U D Y

Executive Summary

Desciption: Jabra is a global 
producer of innovative headset  
and speakerphone solutions. 

Business Challenge:

•	Improve	the	quality	of	Brüel	&	
Kjær telephone communications, 
enabling the company to offer 
world-class service solutions

•	Provide	an	ergonomic,	high-
quality solution adaptable to 
business needs

Solution:

•	Cisco-compatible	headsets	to	
support IP phones, Cisco IP 
Communicator and mobile 
phones

•	Variety	of	control	options	to	
accommodate employee 
preferences

•	Identical	inner	workings	to	
simplify IT support

Business Results:

•	Increased	efficiency,	productivity	
and comfort for users

•	Assured	ease	of	maintenance	
and support for IT department

•	Improved	customer	access	to	
Brüel & Kjær representatives



After the new platform was in place, Brüel & Kjær needed to make sure its customer service representatives had 

the right tools to perform their jobs at a level necessary for a world-class service organization. With a Cisco 

framework and telephony, the next logical step was to purchase Cisco-compliant headsets. Brüel & Kjær sought 

an ergonomic, comfortable, high-quality solution that could adapt to evolving business needs, that users could 

adjust to their specific requirements and personal styles, and that IT could implement and manage with ease.

Solution

“Selecting Jabra as our headset provider was the final step in this transformation,” says Olesen. A Cisco 
Preferred Solution Developer and a global producer of innovative headset and speakerphone solutions, Jabra 
offers a wide range of audio devices, all of which feature high quality sound and seamless integration with Cisco 
Unified IP Phone, Cisco IP Communicator and Microsoft, the company’s operating system. 

Jabra audio devices deliver an enhanced, hands-free experience that increases mobility, collaboration and simple 
communication for Cisco users, combining comfort with exceptional audio performance to enhance productivity 
and user satisfaction. To help determine which headsets worked best for different employees, all the line 
managers in Denmark were invited to test the models and select the most appropriate one for his or her team. 

“Jabra, in conjunction with the Cisco platform, allows connectivity to any device, and that was the key 
differentiator,” recalls Olesen, noting that Jabra headsets cover IP phones, softphones and mobile phones. “We 
wanted to give the users the best experience, and we wanted our customers to have the ability to talk with the 
expert they need by calling just one number.” 

Business Results
Cisco IP Communications helped Brüel & Kjær create a resilient infrastructure to support  
its new services offering. The benefits were available only through the Cisco solution,  
facilitated by the integration of converged networks and PC applications. With the Cisco IP  
SoftPhone, users can log onto their profiles and receive calls wherever they are, enabling  
them to provide topnotch service. Plus, it’s a true Windows application that uses standard,  
open application programming interfaces.

From the users’ perspective, the Jabra headsets increase efficiency, productivity and comfort. From the IT 
group’s perspective, they’re reliable and easy to support. And from Brüel & Kjær’s perspective, they improve 
the speed and efficiency with which representatives can respond to customer calls.

To anyone considering this solution, says Olesen, “The users will love it because they can choose different 
models. Our reps have the ability to select from styles that support their individual needs and preferences.” 
While the options and controls differ from model to model, the Jabra headsets are identical on the inside. “The 
support required is the same for all models, so from our IT department’s point of view, there’s just one model.”

In the near future, Bruel & Kjaer plans to add Cisco’s Jabber solution. Thanks to the compatibility of Jabra 
devices across Cisco Unified Communications, Brüel & Kjær will continue to use Jabra headsets, which are 
compatible with Cisco Jabber. This will enable Brüel & Kjær representatives to escalate easily and seamlessly 
from an IM conversation to a voice, video or desktop, sharing interaction on the fly whether they are in or out 
of the office.

More Information

To find out more about the Cisco Partner Solution, go to:

https://marketplace.cisco.com/catalog/products/1325 or call 1-800-826-4656

“ The Jabra solution gives users 

value, choice and options. And still 

IT can have exactly the same 

model from their perspective. ”
 — Jonas Toft Olesen, 

  IT manager for Brüel & Kjær’s 
 infrastructure group

 

Product List

•		Cisco	Jabber

•		Cisco	IP	Communicator

•		Cisco Unified IP Phone 7945G

•		Cisco Unified IP Phone 7975G

•		Cisco	compatible	headset

      - Jabra BIZ™ 2400

      - Jabra PRO™ 9470 mono

      - Jabra PRO™ 9465 duo

      - Jabra GO™ 6470

About Jabra 

Jabra is the brand of GN Netcom, a subsidiary of GN Store Nord A/S (GN) - listed on NASDAQ OMX. Jabra employs 
approximately 900 people worldwide and in 2012 produced an annual revenue which amounted to DKK 2,355 million. 

Jabra is a world leader in the development, manufacturing, and marketing of a broad range of hands-free communications 
solutions. With a reputation for innovation, reliability, and ease of use that goes back more than two decades, Jabra’s 
consumer and business divisions produce corded and wireless headsets, plus mobile and in-office speakerphones 

that empower individuals and businesses through increased freedom of movement, comfort, and functionality.
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